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ABSTRACT
With the rapid growth of the cyber a�acks, sharing of cyber threat
intelligence (CTI) becomes essential to identify and respond to
cyber a�ack in timely and cost-e�ective manner. However, with
the lack of standard languages and automated analytics of cyber
threat information, analyzing complex and unstructured text of
CTI reports is extremely time- and labor-consuming. Without
addressing this challenge, CTI sharing will be highly impractical,
and a�ack uncertainty and time-to-defend will continue to increase.

Considering the high volume and speed of CTI sharing, our aim
in this paper is to develop automated and context-aware analytics
of cyber threat intelligence to accurately learn a�ack pa�ern (TTPs)
from commonly available CTI sources in order to timely implement
cyber defense actions. Our paper has three key contributions. First,
it presents a novel threat-action ontology that is su�ciently rich
to understand the speci�cations and context of malicious actions.
Second, we developed a novel text mining approach that combines
enhanced techniques of Natural Language Processing (NLP) and
Information retrieval (IR) to extract threat actions based on semantic
(rather than syntactic) relationship. �ird, our CTI analysis can
construct a complete a�ack pa�ern by mapping each threat action
to the appropriate techniques, tactics and kill chain phases, and
translating it any threat sharing standards, such as STIX 2.1. Our
CTI analytic techniques were implemented in a tool, called TTPDrill,
and evaluated using a randomly selected set of Symantec �reat
Reports. Our evaluation tests show that TTPDrill achieves more
than 82% of precision and recall in a variety of measures, very
reasonable for this problem domain.

1 INTRODUCTION
Cyber a�acks have been rapidly increasing in both volume and
sophistication[12]. �is results in an information explosion of cyber
threat intelligence (CTI) reports, much of which wri�en in unstruc-
tured text, describing a�ack tactics, technique and procedures (TTP)
for the sake of understanding and hunting malicious actors. It is
very time- and labor-consuming to manually gather relevant infor-
mation from this large body of CTI reports and analyze them in a
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timely manner. �ese challenges can diminish the practical utility
of threat information sharing, and signi�cantly increase both a�ack
uncertainty and time-to-defend. On the other hand, actionable
CTI such as blacklists (e.g., CleanMX [3] and URL PhishTank [22])
that provides observables and indicators of compromise (IoC)[21]
such as IP addresses and URLs lacks the contextual information
necessary to characterize the a�ack behavior, which is important
for a�ack detection and mitigation.

Consider Symantec threat reports shown in Figures 1 and 2
[4]. Figure 1 shows a description of Dimnie, an advanced threat
that takes screen shots, logs keystrokes, and ex�ltrates collected
information to a remote location. Figure 2 shows MySafeSavings
which displays pop-up ads. Knowing the threat actions associated
with a black listed IP address, whether it is associated with Dimnie
vs. MySafeSavings provides valuable context to prioritize valuable
security resources and plan appropriate responses.

Given the speed at which threat information are shared and the
large quantities of CTI reports, the aim of this paper is to develop
automated analytics of cyber threat intelligence report to extract
structured TTPs enabling timely and cost-e�ective implementation
of cyber defense.

�is paper presents three key contributions in this area. First,
we developed a threat-action ontology that incorporates novel con-
cepts for describing a�ack pa�erns and techniques of cyber threats.
Our proposed ontology provides contextually rich threat action
speci�cation that include the verb, object type and value, action
preconditions (such as system con�guration), and the action goal.
In addition, our ontology captures the relationships between micro-
level and macro-level concepts of cyber threats. �e micro-level
and macro-level concepts represent, respectively, the threat ac-
tion and the corresponding kill-chain context in term of tactics
and techniques. For instance, “delete log �le” is an instance of a
micro-level concept (threat action) that the adversary executes to
achieve a macro-level concept such as “defense evasion” (tactic).
�us, the ontology captures the relationships between components
of threat actions, the action tactical goal, and action strategic goal
in the kill chain. We learn and construct this threat-action ontology
semi-automatically based on MITRE’s CAPEC and ATT&CK threat
repository, which catalogs a rich set of pre- and post-exploit mali-
cious actions. �en, we build the ontology by following a top-down
approach for creating the classes of the ontology. �is processes is
further explained in Section 3.

�e second contribution of this work is extracting threat actions
from threat reports wri�en in unstructured text, such as Symantec
reports [4], and then mapping them to a�ack pa�erns and tech-
niques (TTPs) incorporated in the threat-action ontology learned
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“Trojan Dimnie is discovered March 28, 2017"  

“creates file"  

“creates registry entry"  

“query DNS server"  

“takes screenshots"  

“log keystrokes"  

“send stolen information to location"  

Figure 1: Example of Symantec report of an advanced threat.

“creates folder"  

“creates file"  

“creates registry entry"  

“display out of context pop-up advertisement"  

Figure 2: Example of Symantec report of an adware.

from MITRE repositories. �is was achieved through novel in-
tegration of concepts from Natural Language Processing or NLP
(speci�cally, Part-Of-Speech tagging [5]), and Information Retrieval
IR (speci�cally, TF-IDF method with BM25 weighting [25]) to iden-
tify and characterize malicious actions from a given CTI text. In
NLP part, we carefully constructed a set of NLP rules based on our
threat-action ontology, to identify words in the text that constitute
a threat actions. Our NLP analysis can identify special terms such
as “�le1.exe” and maps them to words of meaningful semantic, “ex-
ecutable �le” that can be understood by existing NLP tools [6]. In
addition, we have incorporated WordNet [17],�esaurus [8], and
Watson Synonym [30].

�e third contribution of this work is to map threat actions to the
appropriate techniques, tactics and kill chain phases to construct
full TTP represented in STIX A�ack Pa�ern [19], widely used in
cyber threat information community.

We develop our proposed techniques in a tool, called TTPDrill,
that can be used analyze any unstructured threat intelligence re-
ports and extract threat actions and TTPs in a threat sharing format,
such as STIX 2.1.

Standard Standard Threat & blog 
articles 

Article 
Archive 
Scraper 

Text Content 
Sanitization 

Relevant 
Article 

Classification 

Weighing and 
Filtering 

Candidate 
Threat 
Actions 

Preprocessing 

Threat 
Action 

Patterns 

TTP 
Constructs 

Kill Chain Model 

Dependency Parser 

TTPSig 

Threat Action 
Identification 

TTP 
Generation 

Threat Action Ontology 

Dictionaries 

Figure 3: �e Architecture of TTPDrill.

2 TTPDRILL OVERVIEW
Figure 3 overviews the major components of TTPDrill. First, it
scrapes reports from websites, sanitizes text content, and discards
irrelevant articles such as advertisements. �en, using NLP Part-Of-
Speech (POS) parsing, candidate threat actions (subject, verb, object)
are extracted from each article. �ese actions are then weighted
and �ltered using an enhanced BM25 TF-IDF method to �nd best
matches of threat actions in the threat ontology. �is ontology
contains threat actions of a�ack techniques and pa�erns described
in ATT&CK [18] and CAPEC [1]. Table 1 shows an example of
candidate threat actions extracted from the Symantec report of
Trojan Dimnie using the Stanford Dependency Parser. A sample
part of our ontology is shown in Table 2, where each row represents
a threat action. We only show 5 a�ributes due to space limitation,
see the appendix for more examples of threat actions. �reat reports
o�en contains indicators of compromises (IoCs), e.g. speci�c IP
addressed used by a malware. Such data confuses NLP tools. For
this reason, we construct a list of regular expressions (regexes) to
capture these values and replace them with meaningful words (in
natural language). Figure 4 shows examples of this process.

• The Trojan connects to  46.165.246.234 

• The worm uploads data to gmail.com/upload.php 
 

• It creates the following  file f1.exe 
 

• The infection exploits CVE-2017-0001 

 

IP address 

website, domain 

executable file 

software vulnerability 

observed data 

corresponding word 

regex matching 

Figure 4: Example of observed data handling by regexes.

We use an enhanced BM25 weighting function for the TF-IDF
method[25] to match candidate actions to threat actions in the
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Table 1: An example of candidate threat actions extraction
th
re
at

de
sc
rip

tio
n �e Trojan Dimnie is used to steal information from the

computer. … When the Trojan is executed, it creates the
following �le: �lename1.dll…�e Trojan creates the fol-
lowing registry entries…�e Trojan may then perform the
following actions: obtain system information, take screen-
shots, log keystrokes. �e Trojan may send the stolen in-
formation to the following location:gmail.com/upload.php

ca
nd

id
at
e
ac
tio

ns

use Trojan Dimnie
Trojan Dimnie steal information
Trojan Dimnie steal from computer
execute Trojan
creates �le: �lename1.dll
Trojan creates registry entry:HKEY LOCAL MACHINE..
Trojan perform actions
obtain system information
take screenshots
log keystrokes
Trojan send stolen information
Trojan send to location:gmail.com/upload.php

Table 2: An Excerpt of known threat actions in the ontology

Action Object Intent Tactic Technique

send TCP probe OS type Collect Fingerprinting
discovery Information [1]

log keystrokes obtain Collection, Input Capture
credentials Credential [18]

Access
send data steal Ex�ltration Ex�ltration

information over Alternative
Protocol [18]

ontology. Enhancements are made to be�er handle synonyms. If
the similarity is above an empirically determined threshold, the
candidate threat action is mapped to the ontology action with the
highest matching score. For threat actions that have been success-
fully mapped to the threat action ontology, TTPDrill generates
structured CTI reports using STIX Version 2.1 that contains these
actions in addition to inferred a�ributes (from the ontology) such as
intents, kill chain phases, etc. Table 3 shows a �nal TTP identi�ed
based on the candidate actions in Table 1. Note that sometimes
multiple candidate actions are mapped to one threat technique. For
example, candidate actions “create DLL �le” and “create registry
entry”, in Table 3, are mapped to DLL injection technique in the
ontology. We will describe each of these steps in detail in the rest
of the paper.

3 THREAT ACTION ONTOLOGY
An ontology is a formal description of a certain domain [20]. It
consists of concepts (known as classes) found in the domain of
interest. Classes may form an is-a hierarchy. Each class may have
a�ributes (or properties) and instances. Although there have been
previous e�orts to create cyber-security-related ontologies, e.g. [13]
[16], none of them capture the necessary details for threat actions
needed to describe TTPs.

Table 3: Dimnie candidate actions mapped to the ontology

Candidate Observed Mapped
actions data(IoC) techniques

create DLL �le �lename1.dll
DLL Injectioncreate registry HKEY LOCAL MACHINE..entry

obtain system - System Information
information - Discovery

take screenshots - Screen Capture

log keystrokes - Input Capture

send information gmail.com/upload.php Ex�ltration over
to location Alternative Protocol

Creating an ontology for adversaries and malware is a di�cult
task as the threat landscape is �uid. Our approach is to create
and maintain the threat ontology using MITRE’S ATT&CK and
CAPEC e�orts. First, ATT&CK and CAPEC has comprehensive list
of known cyber a�ack tactics and techniques. Second, MITRE is
commi�ed to update these descriptions over time. Both ATT&CK
and CAPEC are wri�en in English. �ere is no structured machine
representation available

We take a top-down approach for creating our ontology. We start
by creating classes for the most general concepts (e.g., adversary
tactic) andmove on tomore specialized concepts (e.g., threat action),
Figure 5 shows the high-level (“KillChain Phase”) and the low-level
(“action”) concepts in our ontology. Table 4 lists types of classes in
our threat ontology. We describe some key classes below.

�reat Action is a central class in our ontology. Each instance
of this class is a speci�c threat action (i.e. verb). For example,
“modify” is a threat action in the sentence “modify registry to load
malicious DLL”. Table 2 shows an excerpt of these actions. Each
instance of threat action has a number of a�ributes which are �lled
with instances of other classes in the ontology. Example threat
action a�ributes include Kill Chain Phase and Intent. Kill Chain is
a compound a�ribute including type, name, and temporal order.
type is a String indicating the type of kill chain used. Although we
consider the Lockheed Martin (LM) Kill Chain Model in this work
[12], the type �eld allows future extensions for other types of kill
chain models. �e Name has a String value that speci�es the name
of the kill chain phase (e.g., exploitation, control, etc.). Temporal
order is an Integer value that contains the temporal order of the
kill chain phase.

Class Tactic describes the general strategy of a threat action
(e.g., privilege escalation, ex�ltration, etc.). ATT&CK provides 10
categories for all identi�ed a�ack techniques while CAPEC pro-
vides 9 categories. A�er careful analysis of these categories, we
extract their names as tactics and liked them to threat actions in
the ontology accordingly.

Class Technique speci�es a�ack techniques under a certain
tactic. For instance, privilege escalation is a tactic that can be ac-
complished by the technique DLL injection.
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Threat Action: 
Modify 

Purpose/Goal:  
running malicious DLL Object: Registry Precondition: Permission 

to access registry 

Tactic: Defense Evasion, 
Privilege Escalation 

KillChain Phase: 
Control 

Technique: DLL Injection 

belongs-to 

belongs-to 

belongs-to 

performed-on 

requires 

for-intent 

Figure 5: Instance of the�reat Action Ontology

Table 4: �reat Action Ontology Classes

Class Name Class Description
Kill Chain Phase Basic kill chain information like phase name

(e.g., “Control”), phase temporal order (e.g.,
“5”)

Tactic General description of how to achieve a
phase (e.g., “Privilege Escalation”)

Technique More specialized description of how to
achieve a certain tactic (e.g., “DLL Injection”)

�reat Action Describes the verb to perform a malicious
activity like overwrite, upload, terminate

Object Describes the action’s target like “�le” in
“delete �le”, “process” in “terminate process”,
etc.

Pre-condition Action perquisites, which are required prior
to carrying out the action like having root
privileges

Intent Describes the goal (or subgoal) of the action
like “running malicious code”, “information
the�”, etc.

Our threat action ontology incorporates 392 threat actions that
execute 187 a�ack pa�erns or techniques categorized under 19
tactics. Figure 5 shows an instantiated entry of the threat action
ontology. A technique could be executed by several threat actions,
for example, the technique Disabling Security Tools can be in the
following threat actions: (1) killing (terminate) the process of the
security so�ware, or by (2) delete the registry entry so that the
security tool will not start at run time. Table 2 shows an excerpt of
the of threat action ontology instances, where each row represents
a threat action.

To evaluate our ontology, we perform completeness check by se-
lecting 80 random Symantec threat reports and manually extracted
a total of 1512 threat actions. �e ontology contained 1364 of these
actions (90%), while 148 actions were not in the ontology. However,
actions that are not in the ontology are too general or trivial to be

included in ATT&CK and CAPEC (e.g. “display message, show pic-
ture”). �us, none of such actions convey substantive information
about the threats.

4 THREAT ACTION EXTRACTION AND
ANALYSIS

To automatically extract threat actions from public sources, �rst the
content of these sources needs to be scraped and sanitized to get rid
of noise such as HTML tags. In its current design, TTPDrill expects
each report to be about one speci�c malware. �e name of the
malware can be trivially identi�ed (e.g. part of the title). We make
this decision because a very large body of cyber threat intelligence
reports are structured this way. We then identify and �lter out
irrelevant content (i.e., advertisements) that do not contain threat
actions. TTPDrill then extracts candidate threat actions and maps
them to known actions in the threat-action ontology. In this section
we explain these steps in detail.

4.1 Scraping and Preprocessing
Scraper: �e article archive scraper collects reports from a set of
technical CTI websites (e.g., Symantec Security Center [4]). First,
the scraper explores all links on each page of the website and
downloads their contents. Some of the scraped articles (web pages)
may contain information irrelevant to CTI such as advertisements,
help, about, and contact-us. To overcome this challenge, we build
a support vector machine (SVM) document classi�er to �lter out
articles with such content. However, before we do that, we must
sanitize scraped texts.

Text sanitization: Articles scraped in the last step require pre-
processing to remove presentation elements such as HTML tags,
images, and �ashes. We remove such elements by comparing all
pages’ DOM trees to locate the nodes that correspond to these ele-
ments. �ese nodes can be identi�ed because for a given source,
they have same content on the page’s DOM tree (e.g., the website
logo picture will be the same for all articles). Once these nodes are
identi�ed, they are dropped.

Article classi�cation:We refer to each web page as an article.
A�er each article has been sanitized, it may not be relevant to CTI.
To �lter out such articles, we built an SVM classi�er using the
following features:

• Number of words: Based on our observation, articles that
contain TTPs are almost always longer (in number of
words) because they communicate detailed descriptions
about threats, their actions, and targets. Other articles,
such as ads or news on security tools are considerably
shorter.

• SecurityAction-word density: we extract all verbs from var-
ious highly-reputable publicly-available information se-
curity standards, namely, ATT&CK, CAPEC, CWE, and
CVE using part-of-speech (POS) NLP technique. To label
verbs in these texts, we use Stanford Dependency Parser
[6]. �en, we calculate the SecurityAction-word density by
computing the percentage of times these verbs appear in
an article compared to the total number of words in it.
�e intuition behind this is that articles which describe
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cybersecurity threats will have a higher SecurityAction-
word density than other non-TTP containing articles (e.g.,
advertisement).

• SecurityTarget-word density: TTP-containing articles de-
scribe threats, therefore, they contain more security nouns
(e.g., registry, vulnerability) than their counterparts of non-
TTP containing articles. Similar to the previous feature,
we extract all noun phrases from the same information se-
curity standards and use them to calculate SecurityTarget-
word density, by computing the percentage of times the
noun-phrase (extracted) appear in an article compared to
the total number of words in it.

We train the classi�cation model using 30 relevant (threat-action-
containing) articles and 60 advertisement articles. We evaluated the
model using 10-fold cross validation [28], and it achieved a recall of
99% and precision of 99%. To validate the classi�cation results, we
used this model to classify 17,000 articles scraped from Symentec
security center [4] into either relevant or irrelevant categories and
manually checked 100 randomly classi�ed articles. Recall and pre-
cision of the classi�cation were 99% and 98% respectively.

Regular Expressions: Special terms used in threat reports con-
fuse NLP tools. For instance, they have di�culty parsing the follow-
ing sentence: “Malware connects to 192.168.1.1” correctly due to the
use of periods in the IP address. We built a set of regular expressions
(regex) for common objects in our ontology such as IP address, port
number, domain, etc. Once a regex matches a string, it replaces
it with a generic name in preparation for further processing. For
example, the string “�l 1.exe” in the sentence “create �l 1.exe” will
be captured by a regex and replaced with the words ”executable
�le”, so the whole sentence will become “create executable �le”.
Note that these strings (e.g. �l 1.exe) are not discarded. We keep
track of each replaced string for later use. For example, these values
will be included in the generated STIX threat reports as speci�c
indicators.

4.2 �reat Action Identi�cation
As mentioned earlier, TTPDrill extracts threat actions from the
collected articles in two steps. �e �rst step is to identify candidate
threat actions that appear in threat reports. �e second step is to
map these candidate actions to threat actions in ontology based on
a similarity score. In this section, we will detail the �rst step.

A threat action consists of a grammatical structure of Subject,
Verb, and Object (SVO), where the subject is the name of a malware,
the verb is the action, and the object is the target of the action.
TTPDrill utilizes Stanford typed dependency parser [6] to identify
and extract such structures. �ese extracted SVOs are the candidate
threat actions.

Table 5 shows the Stanford typed dependencies used by TTPDrill
to identify and extract candidate actions. Figure 6 shows an exam-
ple of typed dependency output for the sentence “Trojan Dimnie
sends information to remote locations”. �e nodes in the �gure cor-
respond to words or phrases, and the directed edges correspond to
the type of the relationship between a source node and a destination
node. �e source node is called the governor, and the destination
node is called the dependent [6]. For instance, the relation between

sends 

trojan locations Information 

Dimnie to remote 

amod 

dobj 

compound 

Figure 6: Typed dependency output of the sentence “Trojan
Dimnie sends information to remote locations”.

Table 5: Stanford typed dependencies used in this study

typed dependency �reat Action
nsubj governor <verb>, dependent.<subj>
dobj governor<verb>, dependent.<obj>

nsubjpass governor<verb>, dependent.<obj>
nmod:agent governor<verb>, dependent.<subj>
nmod:from governor<verb> from, dependent.<obj>
nmod:to governor<verb> to, dependent.<obj>

nmod:with governor<verb> with, dependent.<obj>
nmod:via governor<verb> via, dependent.<obj>
nmod:over governor<verb> over, dependent.<obj>
nmod:for governor<verb> for, dependent.<obj>

nmod:through governor<verb> through, dependent.<obj>
nmod:using governor<verb> using, dependent.<obj>
nmod:into governor<verb> into, dependent.<obj>

the words “Trojan” and “sends” is labeled as “nsubj” (i.e., a noun
phrase which is the syntactic subject of a clause). �e governor of
this relation is the verb “sends”, and the dependent of this relation
is “Trojan”. So by using only the �rst typed dependency in Table 5
(governor <verb>, dependent<subj>),the words “Trojan sends” are
extracted from the text, as they have “nsubj” relation, a governor,
and a dependent. Table 1 shows the entire set of candidate threat
actions extracted using the typed dependencies shown in Table 5.

4.3 �reat Action Mapping and Filtering
�is section describe how TTPDrill maps each extracted candidate
action to threat action(s) in the ontology. We measure the similarity
between the candidate actions and known threat actions in the
ontology by using the TF-IDF method with the enhanced BM25
weighing function. �is function ranks the ontology entries based
on their similarity to a given action extracted from a CTI report. For
simplicity, we later call the score provided by the TF-IDF method
with enhanced BM25 weight function, the IR-matching score. In
calculating the similarity score, each ontology entry is represented
as a document of a “bag of words” by concatenating all its classes
(action, target, intent, etc). �e similarity score was calculated
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Figure 7: Work�ow of candidate action mapping to the ontology.

between this document and a CTI extracted candidate action (as a
query).

Figure 7 shows an example of mapping candidate threat action
to known a�ack techniques and pa�erns in the the threat action
ontology. In the �rst panel �gure, an ontology entry is represented
as a document with a bag of words; in the second panel �gure, a
candidate extracted action is viewed as a query (also a bag of words).
Enhanced TF-IDF method with BM25 weighting was adopted to
calculate the similarity between the two bags of words. Synonyms
(such as “logs” and “records”) were taken into consideration using
WordNet, �esaurus, and Watson Synonym to improve the text
understanding.

TTPDrill uses a cut-o� threshold to eliminate threat actions with
low similarity scores. We will discuss how this cut-o� threshold is
empirically determined in the evaluation section. Each candidate
threat action is mapped to the threat action in the ontology with
the highest score.

Most single candidate actions map to known a�ack actions. We
refer to such actions as primitive actions. However, sometimes a
threat action involve multiple components, with each component
corresponding to a single candidate actions. For instance, the fol-
lowing candidate threat actions: (1) Trojan Dimnie creates a DLL
�le, and (2) Trojan Dimnie modi�es registry, should be combined
together and mapped to the known a�ack technique “DLL Injec-
tion”. In this a�ack technique, the registry is modi�ed to load a
malicious DLL �le. We refer to the combination of such actions as
(composite action). Here is how we determine whether a candidate
action should be kept single or be combined with other candidate
actions to be mapped to an ontology entry. For each candidate
action, we compute its similarity scores with each ontology entry.
We then combine multiple candidate actions as a composite one
and compute its similarity scores with each ontology entry as well
to evaluate the increase of the similarity scores.

�e majority of actions are single actions (SVOs). We consider a
composite action only if it brings a signi�cant increase in similarity
score. We will discuss how this threshold of increase is identi�ed
in the evaluation section. We do not combine all permutations of
primitive actions to composite actions, for example, it’s unlikely
that the �rst action in an article to be combined with another ac-
tion mentioned at the end of it. We only consider actions within

a window of m sentences in the article to be candidates for com-
posite actions. All permutations of the primitive actions within
the window will be considered as possible composite actions. Our
experiments showed that a window of three sentences (m=3) is
su�cient, as a longer window does not produce sense-making com-
posite actions. Table 3 shows the output a�er �ltering and mapping
candidate actions to known techniques in the ontology. It is worth
noting that the �rst two actions in the table are merged into one
composite action andmapped to one technique (DLL Injection [18]).

5 CONSTRUCTING TTP KILLCHAINS
A�er identifying threat actions and mapping them to the appro-
priate techniques, tactics, and kill chain phases, the TTPDrill auto-
matically generates structured CTI reports that describe and detail
the captured threat actions and the observed data in a structured
manner. For this purpose, we use the popular CTI sharing language
STIX v2.1 [19].
TTPDrill maymap a candidate threat action to more than one a�ack
technique in the ontology. �is case occurs when there is a tie in
the similarity score between the candidate threat action (x) and
known techniques (t1 . . . tn). For instance, bm(x , t1) = bm(x , t2).
For such cases, TTPDrill generates alternative sets of TTPs equal to
the number of known techniques that had the same similarity score
with the candidate threat action. Table 6 shows two possible TTPs
for the Trojan Dimnie, where the last candidate action is mapped
to two possible a�ack techniques in the ontology.

5.1 TTP Identi�cation
As mentioned earlier, TTPs describe how and what a threat does.
�ey are abstracted from observed threats to describe the pa�erns
of malicious activities (i.e., threat actions) of a certain threat. Once
threat actions have been mapped to known a�ack pa�erns and
techniques as described in Section 4.3, actions that could not be
mapped to known a�ack pa�erns and techniques, are discarded,
so only actions that are recognized as known a�ack pa�erns and
techniques are kept together as a TTP of the given threat.

In the next part, we describe how an identi�ed TTP is put into
STIX 2.1 format, to be shared with the sharing community.
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Candidate TTP 1 TTP 2 Tactic Kill chain

actions phase
create DLL �le DLL Injection DLL Injection Privilege Maintain
create registry Escalation

obtain system System Information System Information Discovery Maintain
information Discovery Discovery

take screenshots Screen Capture Screen Capture Collection Maintain

log keystrokes Input Capture Input Capture Collection Maintain

send information Ex�ltration over Ex�ltration over Command Ex�ltration Execute
to location Alternative Protocol and Control Channel

Table 6: Example of alternative TTPs for Trojan Dimnie

5.2 Generating TTP constructs
Identi�ed threat actions in CTI reports are �ltered then linked to
an entry in the threat action ontology, so it is mapped to a known
technique (e.g., DLL Injection technique in ATT&CK or SQL Injec-
tion a�ack pa�ern in CAPEC), pre-condition (e.g., “registry write-
privilege has been acquired”), tactic (e.g., privilege escalation), and
kill chain phase (e.g., exploit). As mentioned earlier, STIX de�nes a
set of Domain Objects (SDOs) that correspond to common concepts
represented in CTI. Using these objects and STIX relationships,
TTPDrill can automatically create comprehensive and structured
cyber threat intelligence. TTPDrill creates a STIX report for each
threat by creating the relevant SDOs and �lling the a�ributes of
these SDOs and the relationships among them. In this part, we
explain the a�ributes of these objects and relationships.

Attack Pattern is a STIX object that describes and provides
detailed information about how a�acks are performed and the pat-
terns that they follow. For example, “Force Use of Corrupted Files”
is an a�ack pa�ern where an a�ack forces an application to use
a malicious �le with the intent to bypass access controls, denial
of service, or bu�er over�ows. �e a�ack pa�ern SDO has �ve
properties that TTPDrill �lls as follows: (1) type: this is a required
�eld in STIX 2.1 and if an a�ack pa�ern is identi�ed, this value
has to be �lled with the string “a�ack-pa�ern”; (2) external refer-
ences: an optional value that contains external source e.g., capec,
TTPDrill �lls this �eld the source name as “capec” and external -
id as “CAPEC-[id]” (e.g., CAPEC-263), this format is speci�ed by
STIX 2.1; (3) name: the name of the a�ack pa�ern (e.g., Force Use
of Corrupted Files); (4) description: provides more details about
the a�ack pa�ern. TTPDrill �lls this value with the technique
description from the relevant threat action ontology entry. (5) kill -
chain phases: this property contains a list of kill chain phases for
the a�ack pa�ern. �is part is �lled with the relevant kill chain
phases in the ontology. Figure 8 shows an example of a�ack pa�ern
SDO created by TTPDrill for the a�ack technique Input Capture.

Observed data is an object that captures the artifacts of mali-
cious activities such as IP address, a �le, or a registry value. �is
object contains �ve properties, namely, (1) type, a required �eld
that must be �lled with the string “observable-data”, (2) �rst ob-
served, the timestamp when the data was observed for the �rst
time. TTPDrill �lls this �eld with the current timestamp when it

{ 

  "type": "attack-pattern", 
  "id": "attack-pattern--0c7b5b88-8ff7-4a4d-aa9d-feb398cd0061", 
  "created": "2017-06-8T08:17:27.000Z", 
  "modified": "2017-06-8T08:17:27.000Z", 
  "name": "Input Capture", 
  "description": "Adversary logs keystrokes to obtain credentials", 
  "kill_chain_phases": "Maintain", 
  "external_references":  
 [     { 

  "source_name": "ATT&CK", 
      "id": "T1056" 
   }   ] 

} 

Figure 8: Example of a STIX attack pattern generated by
TTPDrill.

<cybox:Observable id="example:Observable-e24a-42b5-bb29-7bd56fa9655f"> 
  <cybox:Description>This is a file observation.</cybox:Description> 
  <cybox:Object id="example:Object-1d3e6-4138-891b-291576dc5d41"> 

  <cybox:Properties xsi:type="FileObj:FileObjectType"> 
  <FileObj:File_Name>badlib1.dll</FileObj:File_Name> 
  <FileObj:File_Path>\Programs\Startup\</FileObj:File_Path> 
  <FileObj:File_Extension>.dll</FileObj:File_Extension> 

  </cybox:Properties> 
  </cybox:Object> 

    </cybox:Observable> 
</cybox:Observables> 

Figure 9: Example of a CybOX object generated by TTPDrill.

observes the data for the �rst time. (3) last observed, �lled with the
timestamp when the data was last observed. (4) number observed,
�lled with the number of times this data was observed. (5) objects,
represents an object (or a list of objects) from a dictionary of cyber
observable objects. For this purpose, TTPDrill utilizes CybOX lan-
guage (as recommended by STIX 2.1) to create an observable object.
CybOX Object Listing de�nes more than 80 objects ( Version 2.1
de�nes exactly 88 objects). For example, if a threat action creates a
�le (e.g.,badlib1.dll), TTPDrill identi�es the �le in an article by its
regex, then it creates the CybOX object file and reference it to the
observed data object. Figure 9 shows an example of CybOX object.
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{ 
  "type": "malware", 
  "id": "malware--0c7b5b88-8ff7-4a4d-aa9d-feb398cd0061", 
  "created": "2017-06-8T08:17:27.000Z", 
  "modified": "2017-06-8T08:17:27.000Z", 
  "name": "Dimnie", 
  "description": "Threat performs DLL injection, system  information discovery,  
                              screen capture, input capture, data exfiltration over…", 
  "labels": ["Trojan"] 
  "kill_chain_phases": ["Control","Execute","Maintain"] 
  } 
 

Figure 10: Example of a STIX malware generated by TTP-
Drill.

Malware theMalware SDO characterizes a givenmalware through
description property, which provides detailed information about
how and what the malware does. �is SDO has �ve main proper-
ties, they are, (1) type, a String value that must be �lled with the
value “malware” as stated by STIX V2.1. (2) name, which is a String
value, �lled by TTPDrill with the name used to identify the mal-
ware (e.g., “Dimnie”). (3) label, which is the type of the malware
being described (e.g., “Trojan”). (4) description, which is �lled by
TTPDrill with the known a�ack pa�erns or techniques that were
mapped to the threat actions extracted from the threat report (e.g.,
“DLL injection”). (5) kill chain phases, this contains a list of kill
chain phases for which this malware can be used. TTPDrill �lls
this list with the kill chain phases of the known a�ack pa�erns
and techniques from the ontology. Figure 10 shows an example
of a STIX malware SDO generated by TTPDrill for the malware
“Dimnie”.
Vulnerability is an object that describes a bug in the so�ware that
is exploited by a threat. When an article describes a threat that
exploits a certain vulnerability, TTPDrill extracts the vulnerability
from the threat’s article using its corresponding regex and creates
a STIX vulnerability object. �is object has four main properties (1)
type, �lled with the string value “vulnerability”. (2) external refer-
ences, �lled with CVE vulnerability identi�er (e.g., CVE-2017-0001).
(3) name and (4) description are �lled with the corresponding CVE
name and description (scraped from CVE MITRE website). When
an article mentioned a so�ware vulnerability that is related to the
a�ack pa�ern, TTPDrill, creates a relationship of type targets

between an a�ack pa�ern SDO and vulnerability SDO and �lls the
target �eld with the vulnerability id to describe that the a�ack pat-
tern exploits that vulnerability. For example, a�ack-pa�ern: SQL
injection targets vulnerability:CVE-2006-5525.

6 EVALUATION
We successfully processed 17,000 threat reports from the Symantec
website using TTPDrill. Figure 11 shows the threat action distri-
bution over the threat reports. It is interesting that most threats
aim to collect and ex�ltrate data to remote locations. Furthermore,
these threats gain the acquired privilege (i.e., privilege escalation)
through registry modi�cation and using DLL injection techniques.
Our evaluation seeks to answer the following questions: (a) how to
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Figure 11: �reat Action distribution over 17,000 threat re-
ports

empirically determine the thresholds for similarity scores; (b) how
successful TTPDrill is at extracting TTPs from the threat reports;
and (c) how is the computation e�ciency of TTPDrill.

6.1 Determining TTPDrill similarity score
thresholds

Wewant to determine two thresholds for TTPDrill: cut o� threshold
for a single action and a composite action selection threshold.

Cut o� threshold For any candidate action x , we compute
bm25(x , t) for all threat action t in our ontology. For any threat
action t , if bm25(x , t) > Sth , we consider t is a possible match
for x . We selected a set of cut o� threshold values and calculated
their impact on precision, recall, and F1 score for the 30 cases
as depicted in Figure 12. Di�erent factors may be considered in
selecting the cut o� threshold. A high threshold indicates a cautious
approach: leaning towards accuracy of extracted threats rather
than completeness. �is strategy minimizes falsely labeled threat
actions at the expense of missed threat actions. As shown the Figure,
when Sth is set to 14, the precision reaches 1 (100% accuracy) and
recall drops to less than 0.5 (50% completeness). �e other possible
strategy is to lean towards extracting all of the threat actions at the
expense of extracting mislabeled actions (false positives).
As we can see from the Figure, F1 score reaches its maximum value
when Sth is set to 6. For the purpose of our evaluation, we pick 6
as the cut o� threshold by giving equal weight to both precision
and recall. �ere may be situations where one may want to set the
cut o� threshold to favor precision over recall or vice versa. We
discuss these substitutions next.

Figure 12 shows that the optimal range for Sth threshold that
can keep a good balance between recall and precision values is
between 4.0 and 6.5. In this range, the precision and recall values
are within 75% � 90% and 75% � 85% ranges, respectively. Since
se�ing Sth to a value higher than 6.5 increases the precision slowly
but decreases recall sharply, there is no obvious gain for selecting
a threshold beyond this range for general cases.

Composite actions threshold, Cth , is a number in (0,1). For a
set of threat action candidates c1, . . . , cn, it is considered a compos-
ite threat action and mapped to threat action t in our ontology i�
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Figure 12: �e Impact of the cut o� threshold Sth on the ac-
curacy measures.
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Figure 13: �e Impact of the composite action thresholdCth
on the accuracy measures.

bm25({c1, . . . , cn}, t) > (1 +Cth ) ⇤ bm25(ci, t) for each of ci in this
set, where bm25(ci, t) > Sth for each ci . We use a similar approach
to select the composite action threshold. Again, for this evaluation
we select this threshold to maximize F1 score. �at threshold value
is 0.8, we will map a threat action to a set of composite action can-
didates if the IR-Matching score of this mapping is 80% larger than
mapping the same threat action to each action candidate separately.

6.2 TTPDrill e�ectiveness
We selected another 50 Symantec reports to evaluate the e�ective-
ness of TTPDrill. �ere is no overlap between this 50 reports and
the 30 reports we used to determine thresholds for TTPDrill. We
�rst manually analyzed these reports by mapping them to threat ac-
tions in our ontology. We then used TTPDrill to map these reports
and compare its results with our manual mapping.

At total of 813 candidate actions were involved in the 50 re-
ports. TTPDrill agreed with human labeling 683 times, or 84%. In
cases, multiple candidate actions map to the same threat technique.
TTPDrill mapped 16% of candidate actions, or 130, di�erently than
our manual labeling. �ese cases can can be separated into two
groups: acceptable and mislabeled. �e acceptable group consists
of 85 candidate actions. For each case in this group, TTPDrill’s
mapping does not di�er from human decision in fundamental way.
For example, candidate action “transfer data to remote location”
was manually-mapped to the ATT&CK technique Ex�ltration Over
Command and Control Channel. TTPDrill mapped this action to the
ATT&CK technique Automated Ex�ltration which transfers data
to remote location using scripting. Although human decision is

di�erent from TTPDrill, they are very similar to each other as they
are related to the same tactic , which is Ex�ltration, and the same
kill chain phase, Execute. Combining TTPDrill’s labeling that either
agrees with human decision or is an acceptable label, the precision
for TTPDrill at extracting primitive actions is 94%.

�e other 45 candidate actions (5.6%) are mislabeled based on a
high similarity score with an a�ack technique in the ontology. For
example, candidate action “trojan performs the following actions”,
which is meant to list all actions that a malware does, is mislabeled
as a�ack technique Scripting [18], that states “perform multiple
actions using scripts”. As part of future work, machine learning
could be used to reduce such mislabeling.

TTPDrill achieved 82% recall for primitive actions, which means
18% of candidate actions were dropped because of low IR-matching
score as described in Section 4.3. �ere are two main reasons for
this, they are, (1) the verb in the candidate action is too general, and
(2) the object in the candidate is a term unknown to the ontology.
As an example for the the �rst case, “steal information” is used in
threat report rather than technically speci�c verbs such “transfer”
or “upload” found in the ontology. Steal is not a synonym with
either “transfer” or “upload”. To human, one can easily understand
“steal information” as either “transfer” or “upload” information. But
it is di�cult for the machine to infer this relationship. In the second
case, a candidate threat contains a name of an application rather
than the generic term “application” or “so�ware” that is known to
the ontology, which results into discarding that threat action.

For instance, candidate action “Trojan disables IE6” is in the
threat report. A human can easily understand “IE6” as an applica-
tion. However, without a comprehensive database of application
names, it is very di�cult for the machine to make that connection.
Signi�cantly increasing the recall rate requires to have a synonym
list tailored for information technology and cybersecurity.

As mentioned earlier, some candidate actions are more mean-
ingful in the context of other actions. Moreover, such actions are
partial actions that only when combined with other actions, they
become meaningful (as a composite-action). Table 3 shows an exam-
ple of candidate actions “create DLL �le” and “modify registry” are
combined and mapped to a�ack technique DLL injection (ATT&CK
technique T1055 [18]). For identifying composite actions, TTPDrill
has a precision of 81%. Six composite actions were mislabeled. For
example, candidate actions “create �le” and “execute trojan” are
mistakenly combined as execution through API.

We identi�ed 31 composite threat actions in the selected 50
reports. TTPDrill correctly mapped 27 of them at a recall rate
of 87%. �e other missed 4 actions (13%) are missed due to two
reasons: (1) the composite actions score was under the acceptable
threshold for composite actions (i.e., Cth ), and (2) the number of
statements between the two actions was larger than our sentences
window (m=3) discussed in Section 4.3. Further research is needed
to improve precision and recall rates for mapping composite actions.

TTPDrill may generate alternative sets of TTPs for a given threat.
�is is the case when there is a tie in the IR-matching score be-
tween a candidate action and two or more known threat actions in
the ontology, as illustrated in Table 6. Over the 50 reports used in
evaluation, half of them results in a single TTP. Half of the reports
have less than 5 threat actions. Table 7 summarizes descriptive
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statistics of TTPs for the 50 reports.

Table 7: statistics per threat article

Sets of Number of Number of
TTPs extracted Techniques in TTP Composite actions

median 2 5 1
min 1 3 0
max 4 12 2

TTPDrill is e�cient, it can process a threat report in under a
second. Table 8 shows average execution time for TTPDrill to
process reports of varying sizes. For example, TTPDrill takes less
than 700ms to process a threat report of 163 words that contained 47
candidate actions. �is report contains the largest number of threat
actions in our data set and therefore, can be seen as worst-case
scenario in terms of required processing time.

Table 8: Running time for di�erent article sizes

average time total threat article length
(ms/article) actions (in words)

302 6 115
326 10 122
481 16 42
698 47 163

To demonstrate the robustness of TTPDrill, it successfully pro-
cessed over 17,000 Symantec threat reports. Figure 11 shows the
distribution of top 10 a�ack techniques found the threat reports.

7 RELATEDWORK
Cyber threat intelligence is vital for organizations and security
community to defend against the rapidly-evolving cyber threats.
Public threat reports such asMalware-don’t-need-Co�ee [9], Syman-
tec, Kaspersky, McAfee,�reatExchange [10], and dibnet [7], are
valuable sources for threat intelligence sharing. However, they
are only available in unstructured text format. �ere have been
many e�orts to provide standardized machine-readable format to
facilitate cyber threat information sharing such as STIX [2] [19],
YARA [29] and OpenIOC[15]. Our approach, TTPDrill, bridges the
gap between unstructured threat information and structured threat
tactics, techniques and procedures.

Compared to other �elds, such as medical informatics, NLP has
only been used recently for cybersecurity research. Zhu et al. [31],
proposed the FeatureSmith, a system that extracts Android malware
behaviors (SVOs) from scienti�c papers using typed dependency
and part-of-speech. To �lter irrelevant behaviors, the system se-
lects behaviors in the paper that contain the word Android. Liao et
al. presented iACE, a technique for extracting IoCs (i.e., IPs, MD5
hashes of malicious �les) from unstructured text. �e technique
uses a �xed set of terms (e.g., a�achment, download) and use reg-
ular expressions to identify artifacts (e.g., MD5-like string) in the
text [14]. iACE �lters sentences using NLP techniques. It extracts

artifacts only. �e work in [32] utilized NLP to extract the key terms
of natural language privacy policies for analyzing web security. �e
works in [23] [24] analyzed Android application descriptions Using
NLP to infer the permissions that they require. Sabo�ke et, al. [26]
built a classi�er that utilizes a set of features (e.g., speci�c words)
to detect trending cyber a�acks in tweets with the term “CVE”.

In contrast, our work focuses on extracting malicious threat ac-
tions (SVOs) and a�ribute them to known a�ack pa�erns and tech-
niques based on a threat-action ontology. �is mapping, performed
by our enhanced BM25 method, provides context information to
assess the risk of a malware, e.g. whether it is stealing information
or delivering adds as shown in Figures 1 and 2. To the best of our
knowledge there is no other e�ort that provides the same level of
accuracy and analysis . TTPDrill can be easily extended to gener-
ates a threat actions in any machine-readable threat sharing format,
such as STIX, with rich context information from the threat-action
ontology (intent, kill chain phase, etc.).

8 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
In this paper, we present a TTPDrill tool that implements techniques
for automatic extraction of threat actions and construction of TTP
in STIX format from unstructured text of threat reports. TTPDrill
develops novel enhanced techniques using both NLP and IR. We
customize the state-of-the-art NLP techniques to extract the most
relevant threat actions in cybersecurity domain from cyber threat
intelligence reports. �e extracted threat actions are su�ciently
rich to describe the actions of the adversary, objects in cyberspace,
preconditions to make this action successful, and the immediate
goal of these actions.

�en, we map these actions to known a�ack pa�erns and tech-
niques. using threat-action ontology that incorporates concepts to
describe a�ack pa�erns and techniques. �en, TTPDrill uses our
novel enhanced version of TF-IDF with bm25 weighting method
to classify threat actions to known a�ack pa�erns and techniques.
�is threat-action to a�ack techniques classi�cation enables identi-
fying the kill chain phases and learning the entire a�ack cycle.

We evaluated TTPDrill using 17,000 threat reports released by
Symantec security center in the past 17 years. �e tool achieved an
average of 84% precision and 82% recall. TTPDrill also constructs
structured CTI reports of these threats using the common cyber
threat sharing language STIX 2.1 to be shared with the community.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the �rst work that addresses
the automation of TTP extraction from unstructured sources with
very reasonable accuracy.

In the future, we will extend this work by using di�erent NLP
parsers such as Google NLP API [11] and CCG parser [27] to extract
threat actions from the threat reports to analyze and compare the
performance and accuracy of these parsers. We will also extend
our dataset of CTI reports to include di�erent threat sources and
di�erent languages. Moreover, we will construct a TTP graph that
includes the TTPs generated by this work for further analysis and
prediction of new TTPs.
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Table 9: Examples of Extracted�reat Actions

Action Object Intent Technique Kill Chain
Phase

send TCP probe OS type Fingerprinting Recon
discovery

encode HTTP hide Data Control
message communication Obfuscation

add junk data hide Data Control
to tra�c communication Obfuscation

compress data hide Data Execute
communication Compressed

extract credential obtain Credential Maintain
hashes credential Dumping

extract Kerberos obtain Credential Maintain
tickets credential Dumping

add data evade Binary Maintain
to �le defenses Padding

enumerate applications gather Application Maintain
system Window

information Discovery

query registry gather �ery Maintain
system Registry

information

modify system hide Rootkit Maintain
APIcalls presence

intercept system hide Rootkit Maintain
APIcalls presence

replace cmd.exe with gain Accessibility Control
utilman.exe unauthenticated Features

access

encrypt collected avoid Data Execute
data detection Encrypted

XOR collected avoid Data Execute
data detection Encrypted

modify shortcut Execute Shortcut Execute
path malicious Modi�cation

code

gather ARP discover Local Maintain
table network Network

con�gurations Con�guration
Discovery

encrypt C2 hide c2 Custom Control
tra�c communication Cryptographic

Protocol

send data steal Ex�ltration Execute
information over Alternative

Protocol
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Action Object Intent Technique Kill Chain
Phase

send UDP OS type Active OS Recon
datagram discovery Fingerprinting

probe TCP service OS type TCP Timestamp Recon
discovery probe

modify path variable escalate Manipulate Exploit
privilege File Path

cra� certi�cate identity Deceptive Exploit
spoo�ng Interaction

insert script to escalate XSS Exploit
system logs privilege through

Log Files

inject script to escalate XSS in Exploit
image privilege Image Tags

initiate HTTP discover Cross Site Recon
trace HTTP Tracing
request protocol

con�gurations

send TCP discover TCP ACK Recon
segment alive hosts Ping

send UDP discover UDP Recon
datagram alive hosts Ping

send SYN packet discover TCP SYN Recon
to ports open ports Scan

send UDP discover UDP Recon
datagrams open ports Scan
to ports

use traceroute discover Traceroute Recon
utility systems Route

topology Enumeration

use “dsquery” discover Account Recon
utility system Footprinting

accounts

use “net discover Group Recon
localgroup” local Permission

utility groups Footprinting

use “netsh” discover Security Maintain
utility” security So�ware

tools Discovery

stop security evade Indicator Maintain
so�ware defense Blocking
process

create registry entry escalate DLL Execute
for DLL �le privilege Injection

log keystrokes obtain Input Maintain
credentials Capture

add entry to execute Registry Maintain
“run keys” code Run Keys
in registry at login

perform multiple timely Scripting Execute
actions execution
in script of actions
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